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Abstract. The subject of this article is a method of jurisprudential definition introduced by a British philosopher and jurist H.L.A. Hart. In particular it discusses: (1) the author’s account of specificity of legal discourse (meaning and speech function of legal concepts) and discrepancy between that and a traditional method of definition per genus et differentiam; (2) Hart’s alternative method of “philosophical definition” of legal concepts; (3) correlation of this method with other definitive / explanatory techniques used by the author in 1949–1961 papers and further; (4) complexities of jurisprudential and philosophical character related to Hart’s method. Special attention is paid to Hart’s position as to relationship between semantics and pragmatics in legal discourse (and so in “philosophical definition”). The conclusion is established claiming a change of the author’s corresponding views: a transition to a looser type of connection between meaning and force of legal concepts in which these concepts (while maintaining its social, institutional character) can be used both in descriptive (“external”) and “ascriptive” / normative (“internal”) statements.
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Introduction

A classic method of conceptual definition *per genus et differentiam* (by specifying genus and species differences) is very common in modern social sciences and humanities, including jurisprudence. This method and a philosophical theory associated with it has become an object of discussion and criticism by Herbert L.A. Hart (1907–1992) – a representative of the Oxford school of philosophical analysis of ordinary language and a legal scholar, who offered a powerful alternative methodology of explaining legal concepts.

In this context the proposed article would focus on (1) a study of Hart’s position as to an appropriate method for defining legal concepts, and on (2) stating some difficulties concerning this approach in light of traditional jurisprudence as well as of general philosophical-analytical doctrine, with a special emphasis on connection between semantics and pragmatics of legal usage.

H.L.A. Hart: specificity of legal concepts and a method of their definition

Hart starts from a philosophical-analytical doctrine of meaning as (language) use. However, he employs it not in a version of “language games” à la L. Wittgenstein (Wittgenstein, 1953), but in the context of performatives conception, advanced by J.L. Austin (Austin, 1961). Austin doesn’t just reproduce Wittgenstein’s thesis about social-practical, conventional-normative basis of linguistic meanings (suggesting to explain them through different examples of their use). He develops a doctrine about various forms of use (or speech functions) of linguistic expressions, formulating an idea of “performatives” as speech acts opposed to simple descriptions (“constatives”) (Austin, 1961).

Hart applies ideas of diversity of speech functions to the so-called “social” concepts, primarily to concepts (terms) of legal language, such as “contract”, “crime”, “property”, “action”, “state”, “corporation”, “right”, “duty”, etc. (Hart, 1949; 1983a; 1955; 1957). According to the philosopher, in contrast to “natural” classes (terms like “chair” or “cat”) social concepts have no direct empirical referents, their content is determined purely by a normative-institutional speech context, by an existing system of their use. In turn, as Hart argues, a typical form of their use – in expressions like “It’s yours”, “He did it”, “Hereby I give you...”, “He has a right / a duty...”, etc. – is not a description, but something what Hart at different times calls an “ascription”, an “operation with rules” (an operative or a performative), a “drawing [normative] conclusions” (qualification of a particular case) (Hart, 1949; 1983a, s. II–III; etc.). In other words in his initial (1953) explanation of legal concepts the author inextricably links their semantics and pragmatics, actually inferring the former from the latter (Kasatkin, 2014, ch. 2, § 5).

As a result Hart rejects a classic method of definition *per genus et differentiam* (that supposes a universal rule of translation of a term in question into other (familiar) terms or suggests a formula of always necessary and sufficient conditions of a term’s use). According to Hart, in relation to legal concepts such method is misleading, directing to description paradigms and to a search for empirical referents where they are absent (besides demanding certainty where it doesn’t exist) (Hart, 1949; 1983a, s. II–III). In contrast to that in his 1950s works (starting from 1953 *Definition and Theory in Jurisprudence*) the author proposes a distinctive method of “philosophical definition”, combining these concepts’ semantic and pragmatic aspects. It involves: 1) an analysis of the concepts / terms in whole characteristic statements taken in typical socio-linguistic contexts of their use; 2) explication conditions of “truth-value” / appropriateness of their use as well as of their specific speech function (context and goal) (Hart, 1983a, s. II–III; 1955, s. II; 1957, s. II).

A famous example of application of Hart’s method is his account of a concept (or an expression) “legal right”:

1) A statement of the form “X has a right...” is true (appropriate) if the following conditions are satisfied:
   a) there is an existing legal system;
   b) under rules of the system some other person Y in certain circumstances is obliged to do or refrain from some action;
c) this obligation is made by the law dependent on a choice of X (or a person authorized to act on his behalf), so that either Y is obliged to door refrain from some action only if this is a choice of X (or another person), or until X (or another person) chooses otherwise.

2) A statement of the form “X has a right” is used for drawing a legal conclusion in a particular case which falls under relevant rules (Hart, 1983a: 35).

Another typical instance is Hart’s definition of a concept “legal person” (“corporation”) with an example concerning the name of a fictional state “Nusquamia”. According to the author, “to elucidate it we must… take the whole statement ‘Nusquamia owes you £1000’ and describe its use perhaps as follows:

1. Here in the territory of Nusquamia there is a legal system in force; under the laws of this system certain persons on complying with certain conditions are authorized for certain purposes to receive sums of money and to do other actions analogous to those required to make a contract of loan between private individuals.

2. When such persons do such acts certain consequences, analogous to those attached to the similar actions of private individuals, follow, including the liability of persons defined by law to repay the sums of money out of funds defined by law.

3. The expression ‘Nusquamia owes you £1000’ does not state the existence of these rules nor of these circumstances, but is true in a particular case when they exist, and is used in drawing a conclusion of law from these rules in a particular case” (Hart, 1983a: 38–39).

In regard to Hart’s proclaimed method of definition it’s necessary to pay attention to a number of points.

First, relatively brief “definitions” cited here are ones among few quite well-composed, compact and structured “philosophical definitions” presented in the author’s texts. In Hart’s other writings there are either much more lengthy explanations of legal concepts (e.g., a concept of legal obligation (Hart, 1957: 965–967) or even a concept of law (Hart, 1994)) or, on the contrary, only comments about the individual (obscured) features of explained concepts without explicating all elements valuable for its definition (along the 1953 method).

Second, in Hart’s works one can find various types of explanatory / definitive techniques concerning legal and alike concepts, such as: (a) a technique of defining “open” and defeasible social concepts (Hart, 1949, s. I); (b) a technique of explaining concepts with a complex structure (“umbrella terms”) (Hart, 1955, s. III); (c) techniques of explanation of ambiguity (diverse / logically non-unified use) and indefiniteness (vagueness) of legal concepts (Hart, 1957, s. IIIc); (d) techniques of explanation of legal “operatives” or performatives (Hart, 1949, s. II; 1955, s. II; 1957, s. II; etc.). Although Hart doesn’t clarify their precise relationship with the 1953 method / approach the latter can be seen as a more general or framework method of definition, toward which the subsequent techniques act as particular, specifying elements (instantiations). These accent (and analytically isolate) either questions of semantics or questions of pragmatics of legal usage (Kasatkin, 2016).

Third, the 1953 method differs from the method / approach of “defining” a concept of law in the famous eponymous treatise of 1961. As before, the 1961 method is motivated by rejection of traditional concise definitions and “closed” logical formulas and is a technique of explanation of a complex concept and / or an ambiguous and vague (“open”) concept. It involves composing a taxonomy of use of a concept, revealing its clear and borderline cases, analyzing their structure, relationships, principles of usage, etc. (Hart, 1994, ch. I). However, in contrast to the 1953 approach, the 1961 method rather starts from a subject-matter issues, its most acute problems (“persistent questions”: relationship between law, coercion and morality, understanding of legal rule, etc. (Hart, 1994, ch. I) and also contains relevant important considerations and arguments of “non-linguistic” nature. Herewith, of course, key elements and analytic techniques of the 1950s are seen in the 1961 treatise in discussing the mentioned specific issues (relations between specific concepts), including the famous dis-
tinction between “internal” and “external” statements based on earlier differentiation of ascriptive and descriptive speech functions (Hart, 1994, ch. IV–V, etc.).

Jurisprudential and philosophical complications of H.L.A. Hart’s methodology

Hart’s approach is of interest as a significant variant of justification of a general descriptive value-neutral theory and methodology of law concentrated on a study of “conceptual framework” of legal thought and contributing fruitful ideas of analytical-linguistic philosophy into jurisprudence. However, this approach poses several difficulties of both jurisprudential and philosophical character.

As for a jurisprudential aspect, Hart, first, focuses on “philosophical” rather than “technical” definitions, i.e. on explanation of specific nature of legal concepts, their meaning, relations to norms and facts, their speech functions, etc., and not on fixation of correct use of relevant terms within a legal system, their place in existing classifications (Hart, 1955, s. II; 1957, s. IIIa, IIIId). Hence Hart’s analytical jurisprudence converted along the model of philosophical-linguistic studies à la J.L. Austin and others, separates itself from discussing a number of traditional problems of (general and branch) legal dogma and practice (Bodenheimer, 1956).

Second, Hart’s methodology provides an analytical and value-neutral description / explanation of basic legal concepts, centering its typical, “clear” cases of language usage (Hart, 1955, s. V; 1957, s. IIIa). As a consequence, this approach doesn’t offer doctrinal justification of legal decisions, including one in situations of uncertainty (Dworkin, 1977); value assessment of normative systems and substantiation of an obligation to follow legal rules, especially in relation to vicious political regimes and immoral official regulations (Fuller, 1958); empirical formalization and verification of its theoretical claims (Leiter, 2003).

Nevertheless, it should be noted that similar difficulties (partly recognized by the British jurist), on one hand, is inherent in the tradition of analytical jurisprudence as a whole, on the other hand, it doesn’t negate importance of Hart’s project with its unique methodological tools, its relevance in modern legal theory.

Apart from jurisprudential issues the considered method of defining legal concepts gives rise to various questions of philosophical character, including those addressing connection between semantics and pragmatics of legal language.

Thus, first, in contrast to Hart’s claims, a type of linking semantic and pragmatic aspects of discourse practiced by the author is not consistent in style with that of J.L. Austin (a fortiori with that of L. Wittgenstein). Austin rather explores these issues separately, in different kinds of research (Austin, 1961; 1962).

Second, and more important, claiming an “ascriptive” or non-constative character of legal concepts (causing inseparability of their semantics and pragmatics and a key role of the latter) Hart, despite Austin, confuses different aspects of a non-descriptivity: on one hand, an absence of exclusive empirical referents (material facts), on the other hand, a specific “force” or speech function (producing speech acts different from description). From the very author’s examples already follows a possibility of descriptive use of such “ascriptive” terms (e.g., pronouncing “This is mine” for a statement of fact (Hart, 1949, s. II)), and vice versa (a directive in court judgments as to violation of rules concerning production of furniture or pets treatment). This in turn erodes peculiarities of legal concepts, pointing to more general patterns of language, and also impedes an explicit differentiation of legal discourse: it’s unclear whether its specificity consists in its characteristic terminology or way of its use (Kasatkin, 2014, ch. 2, § 1).

As a result (in 1955 essay, in The Concept of Law, etc.), Hart retreats from such a rigid connection between semantics and pragmatics (Hart, 1955, s. III; 1994, s. IV–V, etc.), taking as an error his confusing a use as a meaning and as a “force” (speech function) (Hart, 1983b, s. I–II). In this view the same (social / legal) concept can be employed in different ways (speech acts), in “internal” and “external” statements, i.e. both from a “participant”’s perspective (a
rules-based operation or qualification) and from a perspective of an “observer” (a description or a prediction of behavior in a normative system). Anyway, for Hart such a retreat doesn’t mean a return to a traditional “closed” or ostensive definition, but rather a “broader” look at a link of semantic and pragmatic issues (allowing for different types of their relations in language practices) as well as adherence to other methods of conceptual analysis grasping specificity of basic legal concepts.

In this form H.L.A. Hart’s method of defining legal concepts proceeds in line with a philosophical-analytical methodology of his time, remaining open to reassessment through a light of subsequent theories about connection between semantics and pragmatics and corresponding jurisprudential doctrines.
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Аннотация. Предмет настоящей статьи – метод правоведческого определения, вводимый британским философом и правоведом Г.Л.А. Хартом. Здесь, в частности, разбираются: 1) авторская трактовка специфики юридического дискурса (значения и речевой функции правовых понятий) и несоответствие ей традиционного метода определения per genus et differentiam; 2) предлагаемый Хартом альтернативный метод «философского определения» правовых понятий; 3) соотношение данного метода с иными дефинитивными / объяснительными техниками, используемыми автором в работах 1949–1961 гг. и далее; 4) сложности правоведческого и философского характера, связанные с методом Харта. Особое внимание уделяется позиции Харта относительно связи семантики и прагматики в юридическом дискурсе (и «философском определении»). Обосновывается вывод об изменении соответствующих взглядов автора: о переходе к более свободному типу связи значения и силы правовых понятий, при котором последние (сохраняя свой «социальный», институциональный характер) могут употребляться как в описательных («внешних»), так и в «аскриптивных» / нормативных («внутренних») утверждениях.
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